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Abstract
In Radical Cystectomy the urinary bladder is fully resected and in ileal conduit the ureter is joined with a ileal part and drained

outside the abdominal wall. It’s a technique of urinary diversion. This procedure has many adverse effects and its also tough for the
patients to drain the urine through abdominal wall. So my hypothesis is to use a cadaveric bladder as a transplantation. Now the chal-

lenge will arise how to control urge of urination. For that artificial urinary bladder sphincter can be used with the neural regenera-

tions procedure which is under research work. WNT/Beta pathway and Tissue genetic techniques have shown the peripheral neural
regeneration.
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Introduction
Radical Cystectomy is a procedure where the urinary bladder is

totally resected. Along with urinary bladder, prostrate and seminal

vesicles are also resected [1]. In ileal conduit the two ureter are
joined with a small ileal part and drained out from the abdominal
bladder.

Figure 1: Taken from Ileal Conduit article from Mayo Clinic [2].

Urinary Bladder are a part of excretory system. It a hollow mus-

cular organ with detrusor muscles. It present behind the pubic

symphysis. The urinary bladder has a normal capacity of 400-600
ml. Thoraco-lumber (T10-L2) and sacral(S2-S4) nerves controls
the urinations.

Figure 2: Nerve innervation in Bladder, Sakuntala PGME notes,
Google Image [3].
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Hypothesis
In this hypothesis I want to state an alternative pathway of il-

eal conduit, that is cadaveric urinary bladder transplantation. Here
from the cadaver the urinary bladder will be taken, then all the

matching process will be done like MHC 1 and MHC 2 factors. After
that the ureter will be placed with the urinary bladder and urinary

More researches are needed in sphincter activity and neural regeneration techniques. DNA nanotechnology based urinary nerve de-

generation may be possible in future. This will also some adverse
effect like organ rejections. For that immune matching should be
done. In the bladder platinum can be used to hide it from the immune system and immune-compressive drugs will be prescribed.

bladder will be placed in the normal position. For the sphincter ac-

Conclusion

posterior approach in the neck of the urinary bladder [4].

more research is needed so we have to work together. If it is pos-

tivity the artificial sphincter will be placed. Robot assisted implantation of an artificial urinary spincter, AMS 800 can be placed via

This hypothesis will be true in future and for this more and

sible then it will be a possible alternative in Ileal conduit surgery in
radical cystectomy case.
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sorption malfunction, diarrhea as a ileal part is resected.

Discussion

In future urinary bladder transplantation will be possible and it

can an alternative of ileal conduit in the radical cystectomy surgery.
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